Nature Hide and Seek: Oceans (Nature Hide & Seek) by Mark Harrison

Review Of The Correct Book

“A fine briefing document for a visit to the aquarium.” —The Washington Post Book World

Deep in the worlds oceans, fascinating creatures are camouflaged in coral reefs, lurking in weeds, and buried in sand. An irresistible page-turner—open the gatefolds and use the handy magnifying glass to discover and learn about some of natures strangest creatures. Also available in Spanish!

John Norris Wood was a professor of Natural History Illustration at the Royal College of Art in London and has been actively involved in conservation for most of his adult life.

My Personal Review:
DK Online Oceans is not the Hide-n-Seek kind of book in the reviews above - they are for the wrong book.

This book is for upper elementary (with science interest), middle & high school students through adult learners. The format is fabulous: each 2-page spread teaches the basics on one concept such as Tidal Pools or Abyssal Plains, etc.; then it provides a password to plug into their online website where the best links on that concept have been chosen for more in-depth study, videos, and games. Paired with the Blue Planet TV series, this makes an AMAZING study of the oceans which we were able to span between my elementary and middle school students - using different links for different age-levels. Published in 2008, the book contains very thorough and up-to-date information, but adding the links will help it to age well over the next 5 years or so. Highly recommended!
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